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update and erratum of the 

Crossbill Guide to the Camargue, Crau and Alpilles - 
France

Update

Route 1 and 2: Word has reached us that the marsh of Mas d´Agon (route 1 point 4/ 
route 2 point 4) has dried out! Confirmation of this is much appreciated! Meanwhile nice 
marshes are still found at La Capalliere (Route 3 point 2). Other alternatives are the Etang 
de Scamandre (see additional sites p.172) or the Marais du Vigueirat (Route 9).

Route 6: Sadly, we’ve had reports that route 6 into the Petit Camargue is no longer open 
to the public. A barrier with a ‘private property - keep out’ sign (proprietee prive, defense 
d’entrer) will keep any visitors out. We don’t know of an alternative route into the area.

Route 8: There’s a new in-
formation trail at the Peau 
de Meau reserve with 15 
information
signs about climate, fauna, 
flora, geology and pasto-
ralism amongst others. 
There’s a booklet with the 
English translation of the 
information signs. The 
booklet is given for free at 
the Ecomusee at St. Martin 
de Crau with the access 
permit to Peau de Meau 
(a permit still is needed). 
Herewith a picture of the 
new trail.
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Route 11: The signpost “Les Beaux 30 minutes” (point 1 last paragraph) is (or hopefully 
has been) missing. To stay on track follow the next step: Follow the paved forest track 
(point 1), after the tarmac ends, take the second track to the right (that’s the first right fork 
mentioned in the text).

Erratum

On page 121 the caption of the photo states that the Banded darter has unmistakable dark
marks on its wings. This is true for the Camargue but the picture shows a specimen of the
Banded groundling (Brachythemis leucosticta), which in Europe only occurs in the south-
ern part of the Iberian peninsula, Sardinia and Sicilia.

On page 130, the last sentence of the first paragraph of the section ´Getting there´ we 
state´Take the first small country road right, just after…..´. However, the first small coun-
try road splits off to the left, not the right. The map indicates the route correctly.
In the Acknowledgements (p. 186) we thank Charlotte Vermeulen of the Artist Zoo in
Amsterdam. This should be Artis Zoo of course.


